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Abstract 

The Israel Palestine conflict has been an unresolved issue for more than 70 years 

with occupation of Israeli forces and convicted humanitarian crisis in Palestine. 

The past of Palestine before World War-I was not same as now. The Jews started to 

migrate into the Middle East and Palestine for formation of Jews state through 

Belfour declaration as the Palestine remained a colony of Britain in 19th century. 

The Jews started their Zionist movement in the occupied region by threatening 

innocent people of Palestine. The land of Palestine is very important for all in 

religious point of view i.e Jews, Muslims and Christians. The land of Israel was 

recognized by UN in 1948 as an independent and sovereign state. The Israel with 

the support of western countries remained victorious in the Arab-Israel war. The 

role of organization like UN and OIC put neutral stance on Palestine issue with 

series of some failure and successes. Israel increased its build up against Hamas 

and PLO which were involved in attacks in Tal -Aviv. These terrorist activities of 

non-state actors involved in the conflict provide a chance to Israel for increasing 

its crimes in Palestinian territories on vindicating of supporting terrorist groups. In 

2020, Israel was recognized as a full member of UN and until now the 

independence of Palestine has not been decided yet and it might be difficult to 

resolve it in near future.  

Key words: Belfour declaration, Palestine, Zionism, Israel recognition, Arab-Israel war, Masjid 

e Aqsa, Gaza strip, UN, OIC, EU, Hamas and PLO  

Introduction 

It is quoted that “the war can bring damage but peace can bring prosperity” same can imply 

with the conflict of Palestine and Israel which forecast the role of different actors and 

organization for settling peace between both sides but mostly efforts went ruined. In early 19th 

century the Palestine was ruled under the Ottoman Empire. During the Ottoman period the 

Palestinians lived independently and enjoyed certain privileges and justice provided by the 

different Ottoman Rulers. On the other end the Jews had no place to live but had only some 

colonies in Europe, North America and Africa but due to some reasons they started migrating 

toward Middle East countries. In 1910 their total population account for only 7%. In 1914 when 

the World War-I started between Central Powers and Allied Powers, the Ottoman Empire stood 

with Central Powers which include Germany, Austria – Hungary and Bulgaria. In 1919 when the 

Germans were defeated in the hands of Allied Powers, the Ottoman Empire broke into pieces and 

its colonies were divided into many parts and the land of Palestine came under the jurisdiction of 

Britain. Looking this, the Jews started protests and raised their voice for a separate homeland by 

pressurizing the Britain on which the government of Britain in 1917 announced the Belfour 

declaration. Under this declaration, the Jews can have lived and formed a separate homeland in 

Palestine. From 1920 to 1930, in these ten years almost 23% of Jews settle into Palestine and the 
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number increased up to 38% after the end of World War-II and cost of newly formed countries. 

After the global war, UN was formed as an organization of maintaining peace and security. In 

1947 the UN provided the resolution of 181 to divide the land of Palestine into three parts, 

one for Jews, one for Muslims and Jerusalem under the observation / jurisdiction of UN. 

After the formation of Israel, it slowly increased its hegemony and occupied the regions of 

Palestine in war of 1948-1949. The war was shifted and entered into a new phase known as Arab 

Israel wars which were lasted to 1982. In 1956, the Suez Canal Crisis, Israeli forces attacked 

Egypt and occupied the region of Sinai Peninsula, because the Egypt and Lebanon blocked the 

area of Suez Canal from sailing of Israeli ships for trade of oils as Israeli were trading through 

the Mediterranean Sea but under UN the Israeli withdraw its forces from Sinai Peninsula. Israeli 

after gaining victory it started its occupation in the Middle Eastern region on which the six-day 

war started between Israel, Egypt, Syria, and Jordan in 1967. The Israeli air forces attacked the 

air bases of those countries and regained the control of Sinai Peninsula, Gaza strip and Golan 

Heights. After the defeat in the six-day war, to regain the lose territory both Egypt and Syria 

attacks at Yom Kippur day in 1973. The Yom Kippur war did not borrow fruits for these 

countries because again they lost some of their territory and in 1982 the war between Lebanon 

and Israel broke out on that Israel came as a victorious because now the middle eastern knew 

about the economy and military power of Israel on which Egypt and Israel signed camp David 

accords to end the thirty years’ war but this peace process never defined the future of self-

independence of Palestine. In 1987, the people of Palestine raised against the 5 Israeli annexation 

known as first intifada which ended into Oslo accords-I in 1993 that the Palestine can conduct 

separate elections to govern themselves in the West Bank and in Oslo Accord-II in 1995 it was 

provided that the Israel withdrew it’s forced from different towns and villages of Palestine. In 

2000 the Palestinian started 2nd intifada which ended till 2005. In 2002, the Israeli 

government constructed a barrier / concrete wall around the west bank against the endorsement 

of the Rome treaty provided by International court of justice. In 2013, the United States started 

peace negotiation between Israel and Palestine but disrupted when the ruling party of Fatah 

formed unity government with Hamas. In 2014, the Hamas fired three thousand rockets to the 

territories of Israel and hit back Israel in Gaza strip. In 2015 the Palestinian president Mahmoud 

Abbas announced that the Palestine is now not bound the territorial division created by the Oslo 

accords. In 2018, again the fight between Hamas and Israel was started over which three hundred 

people got killed. In 2020, the trump administration declared the “peace to prosperity” which 

was rejected by Palestinian because the support of US to Israeli annexation and its occupation in 

west bank and Jerusalem. In 2021, in the month of Ramadan the Israeli forces attacks the al 

Aqsa mosque on which Hamas fired hundreds of rockets to Israeli military forces and bases but 

still the war is never coming to an end.  
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Problem Statement 

Israel Palestine conflict always remained a serious issue and problem for the world peace and 

security, since seven decades. The region is home of Muslim, Christian and Jews that is 

becoming a problem for international organization to divide the area between them or 

maintaining peace in the region. Those certain issues in Palestine reflect the failures of UN and 

OIC which shows weakness and drawbacks in their policies that are not productive and helpful to 

resolve the Palestine issue.  

Research Objectives 

Main aim of this research is to assess Israel-Palestine conflict and role of international 

organization to maintain good relations between the disputers.  

a. The below mentioned are the focused objectives;  

b. Understanding conflict between Israel and Palestine.  

c. Assessing role of international organizations to maintain peace.  

Research Questions  

a. Why the conflict between Israel and Palestine is enduring?  

b. Why is Palestine under the Israeli dominance?  

c. Why International Organization such as UN and OIC failed to maintain peace between 

Israel and Palestine?  

Literature Review 

a. Aamir Ghauri in his articles Palestine conflict: UN as a leading actor published in TNS 

(the news on Sunday) According to him, the united nations is the main leading actor in 

the middle east from the first and early days of its creation. It was the organization 

chosen by the major super power like US, and Britain and USSR to free partition and 

division of Palestine. But the Israeli government always account for increasing of its 

power to have control over the all Muslims living parts of Palestine. The major 

consequence of World War-II was decolonization of major powers ruling over smaller 

countries and nations, but on the other hand they secretly and consistently support their 

allies for colonization like Israel on Palestine for their national interest of their foreign 

policy. America is always remained a supranational actor which it is using coercive tools 

of power in UN using its veto for its allies. Israel is not a member of NATO, but over the 

years it was fully supported by its member countries of its war against Palestine, PLO 

and Hamas by secretly providing military support on various occasions to Israel. Israel 

always secretly participated on different strategic and security dialogues. Also Israel was 

given place of the NATO parliamentary assembly. Apart from support of NATO Israel 

are also extending its bilateral relations with the EU countries (ghauri, 2017).  

b. Muhammad Shamsad in his article “failure of OIC: not to protect human rights of 

Kashmir and Palestine” published in unalienable rights papers A journal of 

international affairs reviews that 7 Israel is a pivot point for the access to the warm 

waters of Mediterranean Sea and the oil of Persian Gulf at the strait of Hurmuz on which 

European union is looking forward toward Israel for its economic interest. However, 

apart from these organizations the OIC was established in May 1971 in Jeddah Saudi 
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Arabia. The aim of OIC is to uphold Islamic values, economic well ferment and justice 

between the members’ state. The poor and innocent people of Palestine who were facing 

catastrophic problems and humanitarian rights violations played in the hands of Israel 

were always ignored by OIC. The OIC always put it’s officially stance of free 

independence of Palestine same as the Kashmir but the actions were always not installed 

on various occasions when the people of both people need them most. Both argued that 

the Saudi Arabia and UAE are the main leading actors of the OIC which have strong 

bilateral relations with US and Israel of commerce and trade as some members like 

UAE, Egypt, Jordan and Turkey recognized Israel as an independent sovereign state. The 

recognition became a hard tool to go against Israel and its supporting allies while 

standing on the side Palestine (shamsad, 2019).  

Theoretical Framework 

The free independent of Palestine has been used here as a tool against the oppressive nature of 

Israel and its policy of maintain its hegemony in the territories of Palestine. The main actors are 

focused here are UN and OIC that can only have analyzed the independence of Palestine through 

providing security and initiating peacekeeping missions. Israel is shifting gradually it into the list 

of major powers countries in new world orders by suppressing the freedom of Palestine and 

occupying its territory. Realism and liberalism are the perfect theories that apply on Israel-

Palestine conflict. Realism is for to assess the dispute and liberalism to evaluate the role of 

international organizations to maintain peace. According to Realists, states are in a competition 

with each other in order to become hegemony and dominate rest of other states, states always 

look to be in the driving seat, this is same for Israel-Palestine conflict, that is Israel is always try 

to dominate over Palestine to enhance its power in the region by occupying the areas of 

Palestine. After the failed approach of realism, the important theory of liberalism applied here. 

According to liberalist, the states cooperate with each other and organization coordinate with 

each other for peace and economic development. The only way to resolve the issue of Palestine 

is only peace not the war that can be 8 only achieved if the main international organizations play 

their main role by stopping the atrocity of Israel on people of Palestine.  

Realism 

Realism has been a very dominate theory in international relations, from Classical to the Neo-

classical Realism scholars have presented a lens through which one can see the relations among 

states and how they achieve their national interests in an anarchic international system. Realists 

are pessimists, they consider international system as anarchic, means there is no higher authority 

above states and states are the only actors in the system who need to acquire enough power in 

order to ensure their survival in the anarchic system. The Classical Realists were the first ones to 

talk about human nature, they said that humans are selfish in nature, they always want to gain 

more power to dominate others and these desires bring them into conflict with each other. In 

order to survive among many one should gain power. The nature of individuals as same as the 

nature of a state acting in international system, states tend to dominate each other in international 

arena. This is same for Iran and Saudi Arab in the Middle East. Then there are Neo-realists who 

consider international system and its structural pressure as a primer source for a state to acquire 

power. Kenneth Waltz is a Neorealist who put international system at the heart of state behavior 

rather than of human nature and its ambitions. The Neoclassical Realists take international 

system and domestic factors and their interaction with each other. The neoclassical realism tries 

to find out how distribution of power in international system motivates states towards 
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international system and most importantly shape their foreign policy. The offensive and 

defensive realism define the position of states in international system, there are states who want 

to acquire power to put themselves in a position to deter others or take offensive approach 

towards them and on the other hand there are who adopt defensive approach towards and 

offensive state in international system in order balance the power in the system.  

Liberalism 

Liberalism, a political doctrine that takes shielding and improving the liberty of the person to be 

the relevant trouble of politics. Liberals commonly accept as true with that establishments are 

vital to guard people from being harmed through others, however additionally they apprehend 

that authorities of any itself can pose a hazard to liberty. The independence of people can only be 

achieved through close cooperation between the disputed state and coordination of international 

organization to promoting peace that the war is not a solution that a state can achieve its interest 

and goals. According to Adam smit, he added that the power is only shared to the individuals 

living in the state not to maximize the power of state. He further added that the nation’s wealth is 

used to provide the basic rights of living, security and economy to the people it cannot be used 

against any other state to having coercive nature upon it. John Locke and Thomas Hobbes further 

added some valuable rules and principles to support the cause of liberalism a theory that can only 

provide justice through the rule of law provided by the state institutions. Classical liberalism 

argued and based on the political ideology of free market and faire economy, civil liberties, 

economic freedom and political freedom under the rule of law. Whereas, neo liberalism is used 

to market-oriented to control the price of goods, lowering trade barriers and tariffs and reducing 

privatization that the state can influence in the economy.  

Research Methodology 

The data for exploration was taken from various databases and websites both using primary and 

secondary sources. The data is collected from different journals, books, magazines, news 

channels and articles related to the Palestinian conflict. The interviews are conducted of different 

expertise, professors of universities, writers, and governments officials and representatives who 

works on this particular field of Israel-Palestine conflicts. The statistical data is collected from 

surveys and secondary sources provided both online and offline. The relatable data is collected 

from different UN, OIC and EU summits and meetings conducted yearly basis on Palestine issue 

and the relevant data is collected from the journals and articles. The critical and analytical data is 

collected from international, editorial, opinion corner of DAWN, the Nation, and Friday time’s 

newspapers.  

Research Significance 

The main significance of this research work is that to highlight the main issues related to 

Palestine conflict and maintaining of peace in the region by the international organization and to 

understand the conflict to sort out issues related to humanitarian crisis in Palestine. The aim of 

the research is whether the international organization remained successful or not, if not than what 

will be done to resolve the conflict.  

Section I: 

Understanding Assessed Conflict Between Israel and Palestine 
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The historical Palestinian conflict is always assessed through gaining the land and having fully 

control of it. The Jews, Muslims and Christian always have deep religious roots in this region 

through which every side claiming the ownership of land that’s why the conflict can never come 

toward management and reconciliation. The tensions meanwhile arise in the 20th century 

because of some serious political tensions in the region effected the peace of the people living in 

Palestine. Israel always remained harsh on the innocent people of Palestine but due to some 

major Muslim countries pressurizing the UN on which the Israel move back to stop its 

annexation. But after couple of months when the International organization like UN and major 

powerful countries have look toward the issues of the world, the Israeli forces again increased its 

aggressiveness to the Muslim living in Palestine because claiming that Muslim in Palestine 

always sponsoring and providing safe heavens to terrorist of Hamas and PLO. For more than 

seven decades, the conflict is disturbing the peace of the world because Middle East is the only 

continent that connects Asia, Africa and Europe. A comprehensive international ties and 

diplomats from both sides always put different stance on the issue but due to some other major 

issues like water issues, refuges issues of Palestine, issues related to elections, the attacks of 

Israel the peace is always lacking that’s driving it toward conflict.  

Assessing a Two State Solution 

The Israel Palestinian conflict became so severe and danger that the future conflict resolution is 

very difficult to achieve. For this the only possible solution of the conflict to assess is the two 

state solutions. In the contemporary affairs the one state solution is not possible because it can 

only increase the conflict and can divide the whole world into Muslim blocks and Jews and 

Christian blocks that cause clash of civilization and the world can face another world war that 

brings serious economic, military and causality damage to the people. If the land of Palestine if 

only given by only one party either Jews or Muslims by the international organization that can 

increased bloodshed in the region. To avoid these tensions, the only possible solution is a two 

state solution which mean the land is divided into two Israel and Palestine. The majority Muslim 

areas will be considered as Palestine and the majority Jews areas will be considered as Israel. 

The state of Palestine would be given Gaza strip, and west bank and tel Aviv to Israel. The 

tensions are always on the controlling of Jerusalem between Palestine and Israel. The 

international organization can assess this issue that the area could be consider as the capital of 

both state, the west Jerusalem could be made as the capital of Israel and east Jerusalem can fall 

under the sovereignty of Palestine. Both the state can have formed their political, economic and 

civil institution in their part of Jerusalem given by the international organization. The major 

issues like Israeli controlling the water and Palestinian refugees can also be resolved through the 

two state solutions. The water issues can be solved if the river divided between the two state or 

both the states can have direct access over the waters for trade, fishing, research or can used it for 

irrigation purposes. The Palestinian refugees always remained a key issue because 83% of the 

Palestinian left their homes and settle into other middle eastern countries like Jordan, Syria, 

Lebanon, Egypt and Iraq were they lived under some harsh conditions without any provision of 

basic facilities. The International organization can make certain rules to provide the people they 

migrate to their homeland in Palestine under its own jurisdiction to live independently. The two 

state solution is also valuable because both the state can initiate different exchange programs for 

example the students of both have access of education on each other institutions or the diplomats 

from both sides work with each other having to sort issues like economic, political and military 

or both can work collectively against terrorism like attacks of Hamas killed dozens of Muslim 

and Jews in 2021. The two state solutions is very important for religious point of view, because 

the land of Palestine is home of different people e.g. Jews, Muslim and Christian. The Muslims 
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can celebrate the eids, worships in Ramadan and can freely offer namaz in Masjid e Aqsa 

without any attacks from the Israeli forces as they conducted attacks previous years’ same rule is 

applied for the Jews that they can celebrates their events like, Yom Kippur, Rosh Hashanah, 

sukkot and simchat torah without any attacks from Hamas and Fatah. The two nation solution is 

an only major solution that can only reduce the tensions between Israel and Palestine because if 

the issue was not access for upcoming 20 years it can result a nuclear war that may have its 

consequence all over the world.  

Section II: 

Role of UN on Palestine Issue 

The UN’s role in the conflict has varied over the decades from powerless to accomplice to 

mediator and more. The United Nations was the first main international organizations that have 

its direct access on the conflicts between that states on this it laid the foundation of Israel by 

dividing the Palestine in 1947. The united nation is the most important organization with the 

member states of 193 which work on to preserve peace and security to resolve disputes and 

conflicts through agreements and treaties between the member states because UN found their 

involvement in different issues like interference in internal affairs, cross border exchange of 

fires, different terrorist attack and humanitarian crisis. Under the United nation chapter VII: in 

article 39, 41 And 42 if a state start to increased its aggressive nature which can affect the peace 

and security can be dealed strictly. The role of UN is always remained balanced in keeping peace 

in Palestine and Kashmir because both the states are occupied by some certain major powers on 

which both accepting historical ownerships of these lands.  

UN’s success in maintaining peace in Palestine 

The UN always remained successful on the various conflicts like the conflicts of Palestine and 

Kashmir because the role played by the organs or the institutions false under UN. The rights and 

security of people living in Palestine is stored, checked and maintained by the newly established 

institutions like International Criminal Court (ICC) that was formed in 2003 to stop crimes like, 

genocide, humanity, war and aggression. Under the ICC, in 2015, the secretary general accepted 

the Palestinian accession in Gaza strip, west bank and east Jerusalem but was never ratified by as 

member of it. The responsibility to protect (R2P) is also a major step taken by UN to protect the 

Palestinian from any foreign attacks. It can protect the people of Palestine which are abducted or 

kidnapped by Israeli forces. The main achievement of UN in Palestine that it protects the basic 

rights of people of Palestine which are under the crises of Israel’s annexation on which UNRWA 

(united nation relief and work agency for Palestine refugees) that provide basic facilitated to the 

Palestinian refugees living under poverty under different parts of world, like free education, 

health and food. Under the UNRWA 2 million of people set back into Palestine living 

independently in their mother homeland. The UN also play its vital role to stop Israel for 

increasing its military and nuclear power in the region. Because the Israel is using its nuclear 

technology against the Iran and Iraq and having more that nuclear missile after India and North 

Korea. The UN also remain successful to stop the bombing of Israel, abduction, killing and 

kidnapping the innocent Palestinian people while worshiping in Masjid e Aqsa. In May 2021 

when Israeli forces use weapons of mass destruction against the Palestinian on which 66 children 

and 40 women, are killed by Israel because they believed these people are sponsoring and 

represents terrorist organizations, but under the leadership of Pakistan, Oman, Malaysia and 

china voted against Israel’s violation in UN general assembly on which UN restricted Israel for 
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further attacks. In 15 march, 2022 also the day of islamophobia was observed that the west 

should not link Islam with terrorism by UN is also a step toward the independence of Palestine. 

UN as a Failed Organization in the Palestine 

After the division of Palestine, the state of Israel was recognized and became a member of UN in 

1948. In 6 Dec, 2020 it was also recognized by the 165 out of 193-member country as sovereign 

and independent state. But on the other hand the UN act as an organization of maintaining and 

providing peace and security to its member states is silent and faced failure to resolve the 

Palestinian issue. The united nation security council gives the option of disarmament and 

demilitarization to Israeli armed forces and stop any further attacks on the Palestinian people but 

faced failure because Israeli continue to attack on the holy places of Palestine and also it attacks 

on the Palestinian refugees protection provided by UN, over which 40 children have died 

because the Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu is promoting its forces for further 

influence in the region to established a fully Jews state.  The United nation Security Council 

faced failure to stop terrorist activities in the Middle East is a reason always narrated by Israel to 

have its hegemony over Palestine. The Hamas and PLO are always involved in different attacks 

against is Israel mostly supported by some terrorist sponsoring countries like Iran. However, if 

the both the states went toward the peace negotiation by UN observers, the terrorist organization 

involved in attacks to spoil the peacekeeping deal like in second intifada when Hamas conducted 

bomb blasts attacks. Also the UN was not able to solve the Iran nuclear deal because it became a 

threat for Israel security in Palestine. UN was not always fully sovereign, it has some barriers on 

external side it is an independent organization that can make its own choices but on the internal 

side it act according to the major super power like USA, Russia, china and Britain as these are its 

major financial contributor and their forces work under UN in different parts of worlds. The 

condition shows that UN is biased and it is fully control by US though it always uses its veto 

power to support Israel over Palestinian issue. On US calls, the UN remained silent over Israeli 

attacks to media houses like al Jazeera head quarter and killing of Palestinian journalist named 

Shareen Abu Akhleh recently shows the failure of UN.  

Section III: Role of OIC on Palestine Issue 

The OIC stand for organization of Islamic cooperation that was established in 1969 and its 

headquarter is in Rabat, Morocco. It is the second largest international organization after UN 

with member of 56 Muslim countries like Saudi Arabia, UAE, Iran, and Pakistan etc. that is 

separate into Africa, Asia, Middle East and Europe. The OIC is always present the case of 

Muslim ummah in different international platforms The main objectives and the purpose behind 

the formation of OIC is to protect holy places like shrine, mosque, and tombs, protecting rights 

of Muslims living in Kashmir, Palestine, Rwanda and Malaysia and protect sovereignty of 

Muslim countries in the world which are facing foreign occupation. However, OIC always stood 

it’s over its stance of independent Palestine occupied by Israel and Kashmir by India for more 

than 70 years.  

Success of OIC on Palestine Issue 

The organization of Islamic cooperation is always try to reduce the tensions between Israel and 

Palestine. For this the organization conducted different meetings and schemits by the member 

state that provides relief packages and funds to the Muslims of Palestine. The main success of 

OIC is that it has some close relations with the other international organization like UN, EU, 

SAARC and ASEAN to stop and pressurize collectively to stop Israel on being harsh and brutal 
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on the Muslims living in Palestine. The main success of the OIC is that always one state solution 

because the one state solution can eradicate the Muslim communities living in Palestine. The 

organization of Islamic cooperation always presented a neutral way of two state solutions in 

every form. The organization also protect the respect of our beloved prophets if any fall 

statement is provided by any leader of other non-Muslim country through which the members 

boycott the products of Israel and France to sale on their markets. The members of organization 

of Islamic cooperation always remained supportive with each other to cut their relations and ties 

of bilateral trade with Israel because its harsh brutality on the Palestinian people that’s why Iran a 

strong member of OIC always stood against the Israel and increasing its military power to stop 

the Israeli annexation and also its close embassy in Tel Aviv. Like Iran, Pakistan always stood on 

the side of Palestine and took joint steps with the member of OIC on the case of Palestine facing 

humanitarian crises by refusing to recognize of Israel when the UN divided the Palestine in 1948. 

The government of Pakistan also restrict the people of Pakistan to travel in Israel, the passport of 

Pakistan is providing to travel all over the world except Israel, because the Quaid e Azam 

Mohammad ali Jinnah already said if we support Israel over Palestine than we will lose of our 

voice to Kashmir over India. Looking the efforts of Pakistan, the OIC conducted its meeting in 

Islamabad recently.  

OIC weakness and failures on Palestine Issue 

The organization of Islamic cooperation some time faced un affordable failures because it was 

formed to protect the worship place of Muslims. As the organization lack its relation with 

western and European countries the non-Muslim state always damaging the mosques, shrines and 

spiritual buildings. Recently the Israeli forces enter the al Aqsa mosque, damaging its wall, roofs 

and burnt the holy book of Quran and tortures and beat the namazis. The Christchurch mosque 

massacre in New Zealand is also a same case of failure of OIC. The main problem and weakness 

of the OIC is that it has indirectly control by some major power like USA and UK because they 

have some close relations with the member’s state of OIC. The Saudi Arabia funded 20 million 

Riyals to the OIC initiative with the support of US and they closed bilateral relations since the 

beginning. The USA pressurized Saudi Arabia to change its stance on Palestine against Israel 

because it is the main supporting and powerful member of OIC. In 2020, when Pakistan, 

Malaysia and turkey joined hands to arranged meetings for the discussion of Palestine and 

Kashmir future the Saudi Arabia government pressurized Pakistan to joined the new alliance by 

giving threats of cutting loans and aids and also exchanging of Pakistani labors to Bangladeshi 

labors. It is also a failure of OIC that its member’s states stepping back and surrendering against 

the powerful western and European countries on their demand of accepting Israel as a sovereign 

state. Israel after having both military and economy power it starts bilateral relations with 

Muslim countries like Egypt and Jordan, also it was recognized by Bahrain, UAE, Morocco and 

Sudan which are the member of the Islamic organization. In 2022, the country called itself only 

Muslim ummah representative states against the western and European countries known as 

turkey, recognized Israel and start bilateral relations with visit of racip Erdogan in Israel. Also 

the oil politics in Middle East between Persian Gulf countries and recognition of Israel by such 

countries sabotaging the future of independence of Palestine.  

EU and NATO Secrets Support to Israel 

Israel always has close relations with European and western countries for increasing its economic 

growth and enhanced its military capabilities and improving its defense powers. Israel was not an 

official member of NATO but it has maintained official contact with NATO primarily via the 
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Mediterranean dialogue, which was created in 1994, apart from Israel six other countries Algeria, 

Egypt, Jordan, morocco, Mauritania and Tunisia. Israel purchase ballistic missiles, F5 tiger 

fighter jets, sonars, submarines, and technology of iron dome to NATO members. Israel is not a 

member state of EU but it has joint and bilateral relations of trade and with all 29 members of 

EU. In 2000, both EU and Israel signed association agreement and action plan in 2005, for 

democracy building, freedom, rule of law and respect for human rights. Those support of 

organization to Israel shows that the Palestinian still may face annexation and deprivation in the 

upcoming years. 

Section IV: Recommendations and Conclusion 

According to Max Lucado “conflict is inevitable, but combat is optional” so for as the ongoing 

Palestinian conflict by coercive use of power of Israeli forces. The land of Palestine was always 

home of different empires and they treated according to their own desire and will, firstly by 

OttomanEmpire, then British and now the Israeli. The Jews settled in the Palestine by the Belfour 

declaration given by Britain for a separate home land of Jews in the Middle East and slowly 

Zionist movement spread all over Palestine on which the land of innocent Muslim Arabs living 

in Palestine started to fall and taken by Jews. On this, the state of Israel was formed after the 

participation of Palestine and it became a full member of UN. After that Arab Israel were broke 

out which include Palestinian war, six-day war, the war of Yom Kippur Suez crisis, 1st intifada, 

battle of Jerusalem and second intifada never changed the fate of people of Palestine and its 

independence where Arab countries faced consistently defeats against Israeli forces. The non-

state actors in Middle East like Hamas, Palestine liberation organization (PLO) and Fatah taking 

the charge of free independence of Palestine on which these were involved in terrorist attacks in 

Israel, but the result were harsh on the people of Palestine because the Israeli forces abducted and 

killed thousands of Palestinian providing safe heavens to these organizations. Looking this, most 

the countries recognized the sovereignty of Israel and in December 2020, it has received 

recognition from majority of the member state of UN which covers 89%. Moreover, the conflict 

can only be resolved through negotiation, mediation and arbitration between the parties and close 

cooperation of organization between UN, OIC and EU otherwise the issue of independence of 

Palestine revolved like a pendulum and future of Palestinian people remained at the stake and the 

future of Israel and Palestine can be concluded that the conflict can only be resolved if the 

organization like UN, OIC and EU work together and can checked their previous failure to 

success. Most importantly, the conflict can be resolved through to divide the religious areas to 

the parties equally because the Palestine is the only part of world where the Jews, Muslim, 

Christian lived and have some major worships places, on looking this the state solution can only 

erase the tensions between Israel and Palestine. The land of Palestine is always full of resources 

include, oil, uranium, gold and the land is very for production of food and crops so the mediators 

can play its important role to equally distribute the resources to the people and can provide its 

valuable suggestion during the conflicts where it needed the most if the conflict is very difficult 

to stop. Each party both Israel and Palestine will be given equal representation as member state 

of UN general assembly and UN security council so that the diplomats from both side can easily 

present their various issues of economy, military, and politics that can be checked and balance. 

The issue can also be resolved if the major powers like US and European countries reduce their 

support of military to Israel and the non-state actors like Hamas and Hezbollah will be stopped to 

act the free independence of Palestine. In a nutshell, above the mentioned research work it is 

concluded that to resolve the conflict of Israel and Palestine the important tool is that the 

courageous leaders chosen from the people of both side work closely to regain the peace and 

harmony in the region which is best for their people. The peace can only be achieved through 
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trust, goodwill and joint efforts from the optimistic leaders of both side. The conflict solution is 

not a single day activity it has to take some time to end up in a peaceful way the road is long and 

bumpy the reward is worthy of all of it which requires tireless efforts to joined the hands. This 

could be only achieved if the micro issues are resolved between the Palestine and Israel, but if 

the quick efforts are not taken than the conflict can leave deep impacts on the life of people 

which not disturb both Israel and Palestine but it can spread all over the world yet all the fruitful 

efforts go into veined.  
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